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AFLC GENERAL FUND 

The General Fund of the AFLC is a fund which covers all expenses not included in other department 

budgets or under other corporations.  It covers salaries of the president, the assistant to the president, 

the director of business management, assistant bookkeeper, administrative  assistant to the president, 

receptionists, The Lutheran Ambassador Managing Editor, and part of the salary and travel expenses for 

the Director of  Development.  It also covers expenses, snow plowing, gas bills, electrical bills, building 

upkeep, driveway and parking lot maintenance, postage,   travel expenses for the coordinating          

committee and other miscellaneous expenses.   

None of these are glamorous things to fund but without them much of the ministry that the AFLC does 

would not take place.  It is a fund that goes under-funded year after year because it is generally        

overlooked in the scheme of giving.   

Last year, 2018, the General Fund budget was $837,219.50 and it received $768,144.40 resulting in a 

$69,075.10 deficit.  This proposal is asking you, to consider financially supporting this often overlooked 

ministry of the AFLC.    
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 Pastor Tonnes Pollestad 

AFLC Director of Development 

Each year, as stated earlier, the General Fund 

falls short of reaching it’s budgeted goal.  

Please be in prayer with the Coordinating 

Committee that God would inspire churches 

and individuals to come alongside to help 

reach and even exceed the budgeted goals of 

the General Fund.  This will further the        

purpose of  doing more to build God’s        

Kingdom. 

Again we are asking all to PRAY. 
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